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A 

 
66* Abraded by friction or pressure 
1211 Accidental shooting—by other person 
1221 Accidental shooting—self-inflicted 
542 Air pressure change 
214 Aircraft crash due to low-altitude  

  entanglement  
2129 Aircraft crash during landing, n.e.c.  
2120 Aircraft crash during landing, unspecified 
212* Aircraft crash during takeoff or landing  
2122 Aircraft crash during takeoff or landing— 
   between air vehicles 
2121 Aircraft crash during takeoff or landing— 
   due to mechanical failure 
2124 Aircraft crash during takeoff or landing— 
   into structure, object, or ground 
2123 Aircraft crash during takeoff or landing— 
   with ground vehicle 
2129 Aircraft crash during takeoff or landing,  
   n.e.c.  
2120 Aircraft crash during takeoff or landing,  
   unspecified 
2129 Aircraft crash during takeoff, n.e.c.  
2120 Aircraft crash during takeoff, unspecified 
2152 Aircraft crash in-flight, between air vehicles 
2153 Aircraft crash in-flight, into structure,  
   object, or ground 
2151 Aircraft crash in-flight, mechanical failure 
215* Aircraft crash, other in-flight  
213 Aircraft explosion or fire 
219 Aircraft incident, n.e.c. 
210 Aircraft incident, unspecified 
21* Aircraft incidents 
737* Alighting, excluding slip, trip, fall 
2621 Animal—collision with in roadway 
2622 Animal—collision with on side of road 
2729 Animal—collision with in nonroadway area 
13*  Animal and insect related incidents  
139 Animal and insect related incidents, n.e.c. 
130 Animal and insect related incidents,  
   unspecified 
239 Animal and other non-motorized vehicle  
   transportation incident, n.e.c.  
23* Animal and other non-motorized vehicle  
   transportation incidents 
13* Animal assault, attack 
1313 Animal bites, nonvenomous 
1311 Animal bites, venomous 
1323 Animal clawing 
1324 Animal goring 
1323 Animal kicking 
1323 Animal mauling 
1324 Animal ramming 

1323 Animal scratching 
2315 Animal transportation—struck bump, hole, 

   or other rough terrain 
2312 Animal transportation collision in  
   nonroadway area 
2311 Animal transportation collision in roadway 
2319 Animal transportation incident, n.e.c. 
231* Animal vehicle transportation incident 
511* Arc flash electricity exposure 
1115 Arson—intentional injury 
1126 Asphyxiation—intentional inhalation of 

  substance 
1122 Asphyxiation, strangulation—intentional 
   self-harm 
31* Asphyxiation—smoke inhalation from fire 
552* Asphyxiation—unintentional inhalation of  
   harmful substance 
131* Assault by animal—bite or sting 
132* Assault by animal—struck or mauled by 
111* Assault by other person 
1119 Assault with vehicle by other person— 
   intentional 
1117 Assault, verbal 
723 Assembly line work without tools— 
   repetitive motion 
1229 Auto-erotic strangulation 
 

B 

 
1119 BB gun shooting by other person— 
   intentional 
1219 BB gun shooting by other person— 
   unintentional 
1113 Beating by other person—intentional 
1311 Bee sting, wasp sting 
731* Bending—bodily reaction 
731* Bending, climbing, stepping, crawling,  
   reaching, twisting 
131* Bites and stings 
1319 Bites and stings, n.e.c. 
1310 Bites and stings, unspecified 
1113 Biting by other person—intentional 
1381 Bitten and struck by animal 
131* Bitten by animal 
324 Blasting explosions 
1113 Bludgeoning by other person—intentional 
737* Boarding, excluding slip, trip, fall 
74 Bodily conditions, n.e.c. 
73* Bodily position 
73* Bodily reaction 
1115 Bombing—intentional injury 
1119 Bow and arrow shooting by other person— 
   intentional 
5221 Brief exposure to noise 
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2613 Broadside collision—highway 
316 Brush fire 
311 Building fire with collapse 
312 Building fire without collapse 
 

C 

 
254 Capsized or sinking water vehicle 
254 Capsized water vehicle 
713* Carrying—overexertion  
1313 Cat bites 
714* Catching—overexertion  
257 Caught in fishing vessel conveyor, winch 
64* Caught in or compressed by equipment or  
   objects 
65* Caught in or crushed in collapsing structure,  
   equipment, or material 
659 Caught in or crushed in collapsing structure,  
   equipment, or material, n.e.c. 
655 Caught in other collapsing structure or  
   equipment—non-fire-related 
641* Caught in running equipment or machinery 
651 Cave-in, excavation or trenching 
652 Cave-in, mine 
653 Cave-in, other than mine and trench 
1114 Choking by other person—intentional 
562 Choking on object or substance 
1323 Clawed or scratched by animal 
1113 Clawing by other person—intentional 
731* Climbing, except vehicle—bodily reaction 
314 Clothing caught fire 
1113 Clubbing by other person—intentional 
532 Cold—environmental exposure 
534 Cold—contact with object or substance 
311 Collapsing building during fire 
311 Collapsing building, structure, or structural  
   element during fire 
655 Collapsing crane—except fall from 
431* Collapsing crane—fall from 
656 Collapsing materials—engulfment in 
311 Collapsing structural element during fire 
65* Collapsing structure—caught in (non-fire) 
311 Collapsing structure—during fire 
431* Collapsing structure—fall from (non-fire) 
65* Collapsing structure—struck by (non-fire) 
2713 Collision between a moving and standing  
   Vehicle, non roadway 
2122 Collision between air vehicles during  
   takeoff or landing 
2123 Collision between aircraft and ground  
   vehicle during takeoff or landing 
2212 Collision between rail and roadway vehicles 
221* Collision between rail vehicle and another  
   vehicle 

2211 Collision between two rail vehicles 
2522 Collision between water vehicle and object 
2521 Collision between water vehicles 
2729 Collision with animal—nonroadway 
2621 Collision with animal—roadway 
2622 Collision with animal—side of road 
643 Compressed or pinched between two  
   stationary objects 
642 Compressed or pinched by shifting objects  
   or equipment 
534 Contact with cold objects or substances 
533 Contact with hot objects or substances 
6 *  Contact with objects and equipment  
60 Contact with objects and equipment,  
   unspecified 
554* Contact with skin or exposed tissue causing  
   exposure 
655 Crane collapse 
731* Crawling—bodily reaction 
1124 Cutting—intentional self-harm 
1112 Cutting by other person—intentional 
 

D 

 
721 Data entry—repetitive motion 
324 Demolition explosion 
563 Depletion of oxygen 
222 Derailment 
511* Direct contact with electric fences 
511* Direct contact with power lines 
511* Direct exposure to electricity 
1313 Dog bites 
43* Drowning—fall into water, nontransport 
112* Drowning—intentional self-harm 
2* Drowning—transport incident 
25* Drowning—water vehicle incident 
561 Drowning, n.e.c. 
5542 Drug overdose—accidental overdose from 
   medical injection 
551 Drug overdose—accidental during  
   recreational use 
1224 Drug overdose—intent unknown 
1125 Drug overdose—intentional self-harm 
321 Dust explosion 
 

E 

 
51* Electrical exposure 
512* Electrification of tool, equipment 
656 Engulfment in collapsing material 
644 Entangled in other object or equipment 
257 Equipment incident on water vehicle 
651 Excavation cave-in 
324 Explosion—demolition or blasting 
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322 Explosion of nonpressurized vapors, gases,  
   or liquids 
323 Explosion of pressure vessel, piping, or tire 
223 Explosion on rail vehicle during tranport 
2739 Explosion on vehicle during normal  
   operation without collision—nonroadway 
2639 Explosion on vehicle during normal  
   operation without collision—roadway 
253 Explosion on water vehicle 
213 Explosion or fire on aircraft 
223 Explosion or fire on rail vehicle during  
   transport 
253 Explosion or fire on water vehicle 
329 Explosion, n.e.c. 
320 Explosion, unspecified 
32*  Explosions 
5544 Exposure through intact skin, eyes, or other  
   exposed tissue 
5542 Exposure through medical injection,  
   excluding accidental needlesticks 
5543 Exposure through scratch or other open  
   wound 
54* Exposure to air and water pressure change 
542 Exposure to change in air pressure  
541 Exposure to change in water pressure 
534 Exposure to cold—cold object or substance 
532 Exposure to cold—environmental 
51* Exposure to electricity 
510 Exposure to electricity, unspecified 
532 Exposure to environmental cold 
531 Exposure to environmental heat 
554* Exposure to harmful substance through skin, 

   eyes, or other exposed tissue 
5541 Exposure to harmful substance through  
   unintentional needlestick or sharp injury  
5* Exposure to harmful substances or  
   environments  
59 Exposure to harmful substances or  
   environments, n.e.c. 
50 Exposure to harmful substances or  
   environments, unspecified 
531 Exposure to heat—environmental 
533 Exposure to hot object or substance 
5211 Exposure to light  
521* Exposure to light and other radiation 
522* Exposure to noise 
558 Exposure to other harmful substance— 
   multiple routes of exposure 
55* Exposure to other harmful substances 
550 Exposure to other harmful substances, 

  unspecified 
5212 Exposure to other radiation 
56* Exposure to oxygen deficiency, n.e.c. 
52* Exposure to radiation and noise 

53* Exposure to temperature extremes 
57 Exposure to traumatic or stressful event,  

  n.e.c.  
5211 Exposure to welder's flash 
5544 Eye exposure to harmful substances 
663 Eye—rubbed or abraded by foreign object 
 

F 

 
45 Fall arrested by body harness 
45 Fall arrested by lifeline 
432* Fall down elevator shaft 
432* Fall down skylight 
433* Fall down stairs 
2735 Fall from and struck by another vehicle in  

  normal operation, nonroadway 
2635 Fall from and struck by another vehicle in  

  normal operation, roadway 
2734 Fall from and struck by same vehicle in  

  normal operation, nonroadway 
2634 Fall from and struck by same vehicle in 

  normal operation, roadway 
255 Fall from and struck by water vehicle 
2313 Fall from animal being ridden 
423 Fall from chair while sitting 
433* Fall from chair while standing 
431* Fall from collapsing building 
431* Fall from collapsing scaffolding 
431* Fall from collapsing staging 
431* Fall from collapsing structure or equipment 
433* Fall from ladder 
433* Fall from nonmoving vehicle 
2323 Fall from pedal cycle 
433* Fall from roof 
2736 Fall from vehicle in normal operation,  

  nonroadway 
2636 Fall from vehicle in normal operation,  

  roadway 
256 Fall from water vehicle, except drydocked 
217 Fall on aircraft during transport 
226 Fall on rail vehicle during transport 
422 Fall on same level due to slipping   
421* Fall on same level due to tripping 
429 Fall on same level, n.e.c. 
258 Fall on water vehicle 
424 Fall onto or against object on same level 
255 Fall or jump and struck by water vehicle 
45 Fall or jump curtailed by personal fall arrest  

  system  
2735 Fall or jump from and struck by another  

  vehicle in normal operation, nonroadway 
2635 Fall or jump from and struck by another  

  vehicle in normal operation, roadway 
224 Fall or jump from and struck by rail vehicle  
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  during transport 
2734 Fall or jump from and struck by same  

  vehicle in normal operation, nonroadway 
2634 Fall or jump from and struck by same  

  vehicle in normal operation, roadway 
225 Fall or jump from rail vehicle during  

  transport 
2736 Fall or jump from vehicle in normal  

  operation, nonroadway 
2636 Fall or jump from vehicle in normal  

  operation, roadway 
256 Fall or jump from water vehicle 
432* Falls through existing opening 
432* Fall through roof or existing opening 
432* Fall through surface 
430 Fall to lower level, unspecified 
423 Fall while sitting 
49 Fall, slip, trip, n.e.c. 
40 Fall, slip, trip, unspecified  
42* Fall on same level  
42* Fall on stairs, except to lower level 
42* Fall over curb 
43* Fall to lower level 
42* Fall up stairs 
4* Falls, slips, trips  
1113 Fighting by other person—intentional 
223 Fire on rail vehicle during transport 
2739 Fire on vehicle during normal operation  

  without collision—nonroadway 
2639 Fire on vehicle during normal operation  

  without collision—roadway 
253 Fire on water vehicle, except drydocked 
30 Fire or explosion, unspecified  
316 Fire—forest or brush 
314 Fire—ignition of clothing from controlled 

  heat source 
313 Fire—machinery, nontransport 
315 Fire—small scale 
311 Fire—structural with collapse 
312 Fire—structural without collapse 
313 Fire—vehicle, nontransport 
310 Fire, unspecified 
31* Fires 
3* Fires and explosions 
1312 Flea bites 
316 Forest fire 
316 Forest or brush fire 
66* Friction rubbing, abrasion 
1211 Friendly fire 
2613 Front-to-side collision—roadway 
 

G 

 
317 Gas fire—nonpressurized 

317 Gas ignition 
1324 Gored or rammed by animal 
1113 Grabbing by other person—intentional 
656 Grain engulfment 
1113 Grappling by other person—intentional 
 

H 

 
724 Hand use—repetitive  
625* Handheld equipment injury 
625* Handheld object injury 
219 Hang gliding incident 
1122 Hanging—intentional self-harm 
531 Heat—exposure to environmental 
5541 Hepatitis exposure from broken glass 
5541 Hepatitis exposure from needlestick 
26* Highway accident 
1113 Hitting by other person—intentional 
713* Holding—overexertion  
231* Horse-drawn buggy vehicle incidents 
1213 Horseplay—unintentional or intent unknown 
 

I 

 
314 Ignition of clothing from controlled heat  

  source 
317 Ignition of vapors, gases, or liquids 
512* Indirect exposure to electricity 
5211 Infrared light exposure 
553 Ingestion of harmful substance 
552* Inhalation of harmful substance  
5522 Inhalation of harmful substance—multiple  

  episodes 
5521 Inhalation of harmful substance—single  

  episode 
1126 Inhalation of substance—intentional self- 

  harm 
3* Inhalation of substance during fire 
5542 Injection, medical exposure 
551 Injection—recreational exposure 
121* Injury by other person—unintentional or  

  intent unknown 
12* Injury by person—unintentional or intent  

  unknown 
129 Injury by person—unintentional or intent  

  unknown, n.e.c. 
1311 Insect bite—venomous 
1312 Insect bites—nonvenomous 
551 Intentional drug or alcohol use, 

   recreational—unintentional overdose  
11* Intentional injury by person 
1119 Intentional injury by person, n.e.c. 
 

J 
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2731 Jack-knifed, nonroadway 
2631 Jack-knifed, roadway 
255 Jump and struck by water vehicle 
2735 Jump from and struck by another vehicle in  

  normal operation, nonroadway 
2635 Jump from and struck by another vehicle in  

  normal operation, roadway 
2734 Jump from and struck by same vehicle in  

  normal operation, nonroadway 
2634 Jump from and struck by same vehicle in  

  normal operation, roadway 
1123 Jump from bridge into water—intentional  
   self-harm 
1123 Jump from building or other structure— 

  intentional self-harm 
441* Jump from collapsing structure or  

  equipment 
2736 Jump from vehicle in normal operation,  

  nonroadway 
2636 Jump from vehicle in normal operation,  

  roadway 
256 Jump from water vehicle 
442* Jump to lower level, other 
7399 Jumping up and down—bodily reaction 
44* Jumps to lower level 
 

K 

 
721 Key entry—repetitive motion 
1322 Kicked by animal 
1113 Kicked by other person—intentional 
121* Kicked by other person—unintentional  
661 Kneeling on surface causing rubbing or  

  abrasion 
732* Kneeling, kneeling down 
 

L 

 
654 Landslide 
5211 Laser light exposure 
711* Lifting—overexertion  
5211 Light, exposure to 
317 Liquids, ignition of 
4119 Loss of balance due to slip 
711* Lowering—overexertion  
 

M 

 
641* Machinery—caught in running, except water  

  transport 
313 Machinery fire—nontransport  
253 Machinery fire—water vessel in transport 
257 Machinery incident on water vehicle, except  

  fire 
257 Machinery or equipment incident on water  

  vehicle, except fire 
1323 Mauled by animal 
2121 Mechanical failure on aircraft during takeoff  

  or landing 
5542 Medical injection exposure to harmful  

  substance, infectious agent 
57 Mental stress 
652 Mine collapse or cave-in 
1312 Mosquito bites 
79 Motion sickness 
260 Motor vehicle incident, unspecified 
2631 Motorcycle overturn—roadway 
2731 Motorcycle overturn—nonroadway  
27* Motorized vehicle nonroadway incident 
26* Motorized vehicle roadway incidents 
721 Mousing—repetitive motion 
2712 Moving in opposite directions, oncoming,  

  nonroadway 
2711 Moving in same direction, nonroadway 
1215 Moving person—unintentional injury  
654 Mudslide 
5548 Multiple exposures through skin, eyes, or  

  other exposed tissue 
138*  Multiple types of animal and insect incidents 
1389 Multiple types of animal and insect  

  incidents, n.e.c.  
1380 Multiple types of animal and insect  

  incidents, unspecified 
718 Multiple types of overexertion involving  

  outside sources 
728 Multiple types of repetitive motion 
1218 Multiple unintentional injuries by other  

  person 
1118 Multiple violent acts by other person 
260 MVA, unspecified 
 

N 

 
6242 Nail gun—accidental discharge 
1119 Nail gun shooting by other person— 

  intentional harm 
5541 Needlestick exposure to harmful substance 
5542 Needlestick—intentional injection 
61 Needlestick without exposure to harmful  

  substance 
522* Noise exposure 
23* Non-motorized vehicle transportation  

  incidents 
9999 Nonclassifiable 
2729 Nonroadway collision with object other than  

  vehicle, n.e.c. 
2720 Nonroadway collision with object other than  
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  vehicle, unspecified 
271* Nonroadway collision with other vehicle 
2719 Nonroadway collision with other vehicle,  

  n.e.c. 
2710 Nonroadway collision with other vehicle,  

  unspecified 
272* Nonroadway collisions with object other  

  than vehicle 
270 Nonroadway incident involving motorized  

  land vehicle, unspecified 
279 Nonroadway incident, motorized land  

  vehicle, n.e.c. 
27* Nonroadway incidents involving motorized  

  land vehicles  
273* Nonroadway noncollision incident 
2739 Nonroadway noncollision incident, n.e.c. 
2730 Nonroadway noncollision incident,  

  unspecified 
319 Nonstructural fire, n.e.c. 
1313 Nonvenomous animal bites, except insect 
1312 Nonvenomous insect bites  
 

O 

 
73* Other exertions or bodily reactions 
730 Other exertions or bodily reactions,  

  unspecified 
433* Other fall to lower level 
312 Other structural fire without collapse   
1224 Overdose, drug—intent unknown 
1125 Overdose, drug—intentional self-harm 
5542 Overdose, drug, medical therapy— 

  unintentional 
551 Overdose, recreational drugs—unintentional 
7* Overexertion and bodily reaction  
713* Overexertion in holding, carrying, or  

  wielding 
711* Overexertion in lifting, lowering 
712* Overexertion in pushing, pulling, or turning 
712* Overexertion in repositioning patient 
714* Overexertion in throwing, catching 
71* Overexertion involving outside sources 
2731 Overturned, nonroadway 
2631 Overturned, roadway 
569 Oxygen deficiency, other, n.e.c. 
563 Oxygen depletion 
 

P 

 
1219 Paintball shooting by other person— 

  unintentional 
216 Parachuting incident 
2721 Part of vehicle occupant’s body caught or  

  struck outside of vehicle in nonroadway  

  transport incident 
2322 Pedal cycle collision in nonroadway area 
2321 Pedal cycle collision in roadway 
2323 Pedal cycle fall 
232* Pedal cycle incident 
2329 Pedal cycle incident, n.e.c 
2320 Pedal cycle incident, unspecified 
2324 Pedal cycle struck bump, hole, or other  

  rough terrain 
2319 Pedestrian struck by animal being ridden 
211 Pedestrian struck by aircraft or propeller 
227 Pedestrian struck by rail vehicle—transport 
244* Pedestrian struck by vehicle in nonroadway  

  area  
242* Pedestrian struck by vehicle in roadway 
241*   Pedestrian struck by vehicle in work zone 
621* Pedestrian struck by vehicle not in normal  

  operation 
243* Pedestrian struck by vehicle on side of road 
249 Pedestrian vehicular incident, n.e.c. 
24* Pedestrian vehicular incidents 
1213 Physical contact during horseplay 
1212 Physical contact during martial arts  

  training—unintentional or intent unknown 
1212 Physical contact during physical training— 

  unintentional or intent unknown 
1212 Physical contact during police training— 

  unintentional or intent unknown 
1212 Physical contact during sporting events 
1215 Physical contact while moving person 
1214 Physical contact while restraining, subduing,  

  unintentional 
1112 Piercing by other person—intentional 
1113 Pinching by other person—intentional  
323 Pipe explosion, pressurized 
5222 Prolonged exposure to noise 
7391 Prolonged viewing 
712* Pulling—overexertion  
1113 Pushing by other person—intentional 
712* Pushing—overexertion  
 

R 

 
52* Radiation exposure 
2219 Rail vehicle collision, n.e.c. 
2210 Rail vehicle collision, unspecified 
229 Rail vehicle incident, n.e.c. 
220 Rail vehicle incident, unspecified 
22* Rail vehicle incidents 
2732 Ran off driving surface, nonroadway 
2632 Ran off roadway 
1116 Rape  
731* Reaching—bodily reaction 
5223 Repeated exposure to noise 
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722 Repeated use of knives 
722 Repeated use of medical instruments 
722 Repeated use of musical instruments 
722 Repeated use of screwdrivers 
723 Repetitive grasping, placing, or moving  

  objects, except tools 
72* Repetitive motions involving microtasks 
724 Repetitive use of hands, not involving tools  
722 Repetitive use of tools, instruments 
712* Repositioning patient—overexertion 
1214 Restraining—unintentional injury 
2614 Roadway collision—moving and standing  

  vehicle in roadway 
2615 Roadway collision—moving and standing  

  vehicle on side of roadway 
2612 Roadway collision—moving in opposite  

  directions, oncoming 
2611 Roadway collision—moving in same  

  direction 
2613 Roadway collision—moving  

  perpendicularly  
262* Roadway collision with object other than  

  vehicle 
2629 Roadway collision with object other than  

  vehicle, n.e.c. 
261* Roadway collision with other vehicle 
2619 Roadway collision with other vehicle, n.e.c. 
2610 Roadway collision with other vehicle,  

  unspecified 
260 Roadway incident involving motorized land  

  vehicle, unspecified 
269 Roadway incident, motorized land vehicle,  

  n.e.c. 
26* Roadway incidents involving motorized land  

  vehicle 
263* Roadway noncollision incident 
2639 Roadway noncollision incident, n.e.c. 
1213 Roughhousing—unintentional or intent 

  unknown 
66* Rubbed or abraded by friction or pressure 
663 Rubbed or abraded by foreign matter in eye 
662 Rubbed or abraded by objects being handled 
664 Rubbed or abraded by shoes, apparel, or  

  accessories 
67* Rubbed, abraded, or jarred by vibration 
736* Running, without other incident 
1222 Russian roulette—intent unknown 
 

S 

 
723 Scanning groceries—repetitive motion 
1323 Scratched by animal 
1113 Scratching by other person—intentional 
1129 Self-harm from BB gun shooting— 

  intentional 
1129 Self-harm from bow and arrow shooting— 

  intentional 
1129 Self-harm from nail gun shooting— 

  intentional 
1129 Self-harm from stun gun shooting— 

  intentional 
1129 Self-harm from vehicle crash—intentional 
122*  Self-inflicted injury—intent unknown 
112* Self-inflicted injury—intentional  
1129 Self-inflicted injury—intentional, n.e.c. 
122*  Self-inflicted injury—unintentional 
1229 Self-inflicted injury—unintentional or intent  

  unknown, n.e.c. 
1220 Self-inflicted injury—unintentional or intent  

  unknown, unspecified 
1229 Self-inflicted injury from BB gun— 
   unintentional or intent unknown 
1229 Self-inflicted injury from choking game— 
   unintentional or intent 
1221 Self-inflicted shooting—accidental 
1222 Self-inflicted shooting—intent unknown 
1121 Self-inflicted shooting—intentional  
1221 Self-inflicted shooting—unintentional 
1116 Sexual assault  
5541 Sharps—exposure to harmful substance 
1118 Shooting and stabbing 
1211 Shooting by friendly fire 
1111 Shooting by other person—intentional 
1211 Shooting by other person—unintentional  
1121 Shooting, self-inflicted—intentional 
1222 Shooting, self inflicted—intent unknown 
1221 Shooting, self inflicted—unintentional 
1113 Shoving by other person—intentional 
254 Sinking water vehicle 
733* Sitting, sitting down 
5544 Skin exposure to harmful substances 
723 Skinning fish—repetitive motion 
1112 Slashing by other person—intentional 
4111 Slip on substance without fall 
4112 Slip on vehicle without fall—nontransport   
419 Slip or trip without fall, n.e.c. 
411*  Slip without fall 
4119 Slip without fall, n.e.c.  
315 Small-scale, limited fire  
1313 Snake bites—nonvenomous 
1311 Snake bites—venomous 
1312 Spider bites—nonvenomous 
1311 Spider bites—venomous 
1113 Squeezing by other person—intentional  
1124 Stabbing—intentional self-harm 
1112 Stabbing by other person—intentional 
734* Standing, standing up 
7391 Staring 
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4121 Stepped into hole without fall 
737* Stepped off vehicle 
1321 Stepped on by animal 
1113 Stepped on by other person—intentional  
121* Stepped on by other person—unintentional  
6321 Stepped on object 
737* Stepped onto vehicle 
731* Stepping—bodily reaction 
1311 Stings  
1122 Strangulation—intentional self-harm 
1114 Strangulation by other person—intentional 
641* Strangulation by running machinery 
57 Stress exposure 
631* Struck against moving object or equipment 
63* Struck against object or equipment 
632* Struck against stationary object or  

  equipment 
6322 Struck against stationary object or  

  equipment while rising 
2638 Struck bump in road surface 
2738 Struck bump on driving surface,  

  nonroadway 
2638 Struck bump, hole, or rough terrain in road  

  surface 
2738 Struck bump, hole, rough terrain on driving  

  surface, nonroadway 
132* Struck by animal  
1329 Struck by animal, n.e.c. 
624* Struck by discharged or flying object 
623*  Struck by falling object or equipment— 

  other than powered vehicle  
219 Struck by object on aircraft in normal  

  operation 
62* Struck by object or equipment 
629 Struck by object or equipment, n.e.c. 
2329 Struck by bicycle 
1213 Struck by other person—during horseplay  
1212 Struck by other person—during physical  

  training, unintentional 
1212 Struck by other person—during sporting 

  event, unintentional  
1113 Struck by other person—intentional injury 
1215 Struck by other person—while moving  

  person, unintentional  
1214 Struck by other person—while restraining,  

  subduing, unintentional  
621* Struck by powered vehicle—nontransport 
622* Struck by rolling object or equipment— 

  other than powered vehicle  
2733 Struck by shifting load during transport,  

  nonroadway 
2633 Struck by shifting load during transport,  

  roadway 
626* Struck by swinging or slipping object, other  

  than handheld 
621* Struck by vehicle—nontransport 
2* Struck by vehicle—transportation 
2638 Struck hole in road surface 
2738 Struck hole on driving surface, nonroadway 
2638 Struck rough terrain in road surface 
2738 Struck rough terrain on driving surface,  

  nonroadway 
311 Structural fire—with collapse 
312 Structural fire—without collapse 
1119 Stun gun shooting by other person— 

  intentional harm 
1219 Stun gun shooting by other person— 

  unintentional harm 
1223 Stun gun shooting by self—unintentional  

  injury 
1214 Subduing—unintentional injury 
43* Submersion—fall into water, nontransport 
112* Submersion—intentional self-harm 
2* Submersion—transport incident 
25* Submersion—water vehicle incident 
561 Submersion, n.e.c. 
7399 Sudden reaction when surprised, frightened  

  or startled 
2737 Sudden start or stop, nonroadway 
2637 Sudden start or stop, roadway 
2737 Sudden start, nonroadway 
2637 Sudden start, roadway 
2737 Sudden stop, nonroadway 
2637 Sudden stop, roadway 
112* Suicide—intentional 
5211 Sun exposure, except heat  
7391 Sustained viewing 
 

T 

 
2613 T-bone collision—roadway 
1219 Tasered by other person, unintentional 
1223 Tasered by self—unintentional 
53* Temperature exposure 
721 Texting—repetitive motion 
1117 Threat 
714* Throwing—overexertion  
2313 Thrown, fell, or jumped from animal being  

  ridden 
2314 Thrown, tipped, or fell from animal-drawn  

  vehicle 
1312 Tick bites 
323 Tire explosion 
5544 Tissue exposure to harmful substances 
722 Tool use—repetitive motion 
1321 Trampled by animal 
29 Transportation incident, n.e.c. 
20 Transportation incident, unspecified 
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2* Transportation incidents 
651 Trenching cave-in 
4121 Trip from stepping into a hole without fall 
4122 Trip on uneven surface without fall 
4124 Trip on vehicle without fall—nontransport  
4123 Trip over an object without fall 
4125 Trip over feet without fall 
412*  Trip without fall 
217 Turbulence—fall on aircraft due to  
219 Turbulence—struck by object due to  
712* Turning—overexertion  
731* Twisting—bodily reaction 
721 Typing—repetitive motion 
 

U 

 
5211 Ultraviolet light exposure 
121* Unintentional injury by other person 
551 Unintentional overdose—nonmedical drug 
   or alcohol use 
122*  Unintentional self-inflicted injury 
1211 Unintentional shooting—by other person 
1221 Unintentional shooting—self-inflicted  
 

V 

 
317 Vapor ignition resulting in fire 
2* Vehicle fire during normal transport  
   operation 
313 Vehicle fire, except during normal transport 

  operation 
313 Vehicle or machinery fire, except during  
   normal transport operation 
2621 Vehicle struck animal in roadway 
2622 Vehicle struck animal on side of roadway 
2623 Vehicle struck by falling object—roadway 
2623 Vehicle struck by falling or flying object— 

  roadway 
2623 Vehicle struck by falling trees—roadway 
2623 Vehicle struck by flying object—roadway 
2623 Vehicle struck by objects falling off other  

  vehicles—roadway 
2623 Vehicle struck by objects flying off other  

  vehicles—roadway 
2621 Vehicle struck object in roadway 
2622 Vehicle struck object on side of roadway 
2621 Vehicle struck object or animal in roadway 
2622 Vehicle struck object or animal on side of  

  roadway 
279 Vehicle swept away by flood waters— 

  nonroadway 
2639 Vehicle swept off roadway by flood waters  

  during normal operation 
1311 Venomous bites 

1311 Venomous insect bite 
1312 Venomous snake bites 
1117 Verbal assault 
67* Vibration rubbing, abrasion, jarring 
7391 Viewing, prolonged 
7391 Viewing, sustained 
1* Violence and other injuries by persons or  

  animals 
10 Violence and other injuries by persons or  

  animals, unspecified 
51* Voltage exposure 
 

W 

 
735* Walking, without other incident 
1311 Wasp sting 
541 Water pressure change 
252* Water vehicle collisions 
250 Water vehicle incident, unspecified 
25* Water vehicle incidents 
251 Water vehicle or propeller struck person 
511* Welder flash—direct electricity exposure 
5211 Welder flash—light exposure 
713* Wielding—overexertion  
 

 


